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Abstract. Taking the compound gear trains as an example, the principle of the transmission mechanism
was analyzed, and the rotational speed of the key gears in the compound gear trains was calculated by using
the calculation formula of transmission ratio to obtain the simulation parameters of UG movement. The gear
tool box in UG was applied to complete the modeling and meshing assembly of the bevel gear and spur gear,
the rotation pair and gear pair was to motion simulation, the gear transmission state could have visually
observed by motion simulation, and then the chart was analyzed to verify the design rationality of the gear
train.

1 Introduction
The UG software has been added NXGC toolbox since
version 6.0 , which gear modeling toolbox can help users
to accurately and quickly create involute spur, bevel or
bevel gear, etc., but also for the gears’ meshing and
moving operations; so that it improves the design
efficiency of gear train, and reduces the workload of
designers. The motion simulation module is a CAE
application software with powerful static and kinematic,
kinematic analysis and calculation functions and
dynamic simulation functions, which is used to establish
the movement mechanism model to simulate the
movement rule, and can perform interference analysis
for the movement mechanism, track the movement
trajectory of the parts or analysis the speed, acceleration,
etc., of the institutional parts; furthermore, build
independent motion analysis schemes without affecting
the main assembly mode[1-2].

2 Principle Analysis Of Compound Gear
Train
The gear train was a gear transmission system composed
of a series of gears. The running of gear train could be
divided into three categories according to whether the
position of each gear axis relative to the rack was fixed
or not: the fixed axis gear train, the epicyclical gear train
and the compound gear train. Compound gear train in the
actual use of machinery was the most common, which
included both fixed axis gear train and epicyclical gear
train; or was comprised by the several parts of
epicyclical gear train[3].
A compound gear train mechanism was shown as
figure 1, which was the input speed as W1 = 19 r / min,
and the number of gears as: Z1 = 90, Z2 = 60, Z2 '= Z3 =
a

30, Z3' = 24, Z4 = 18, Z5 = 15, Z5 '= 30, Z6 = 105, Z8 =
35, Z7 = 32. The compound gear train consisted of a
fixed axis gear train and a epicyclical gear train, where a
fixed axis gear train (a) was comprised of the bevel gear
1-2-2'-3,a epicyclical gear train (b) was formed by the
gear 3'-4-5-5'-6,and a fixed axis gear train (c) was
constituted by the gear 7-8.

Figure 1. An organization diagram of compound gear train

3
Transmission
calculation
of
mechanism for compound gear train
For the fixed axis gear train, transmission ratio of each
gear pair in the gear train was calculated as equation (1).

i j , j +1 =

Wj
W j +1

=

zj
z j +1

(1)
As for the epicyclical gear train, planet gear had both
rotation and revolution due to the rotation of the planet
carrier, so that its transmission ratio could not be directly
calculated by using the transmission ratio of the fixed
axis gear train. However, according to the principle of
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relative motion, it was assumed that the epicyclical gear
system was provided with a common angular velocity of
"-WH" so that it revolved around the fixed axis of the
planet carrier, at which the relative motion between the
various components would remain unchanged, but the
angular velocity became WH-WH = 0, namely, the
planet carrier could "stands still". Then the epicyclical
gear train was converted into a fixed axis gear train, and
the transmission ratio calculation formula of each pair of
meshed gears in the gear train needed to be changed
accordingly, which was as shown in equation 2[4-6].

i j , j +1 =

W j − WH
W j +1 − WH

=

(4)

4 Three dimensional modeling and
assembly of compound gear train

z j +1
zj

(2)
For the plane fixed gear train, the determination of
transmission ratio "+" and "-" could be obtained by
multiplying the positive and negative of each pair of
meshing gear ratios. For space gear transmission, such as
bevel gear, helical gear transmission, and so on; its total
transmission ratio could be calculated using the above
equation (2), but the plus-minus sign could only be used
to draw the arrow to determine. According to the above
equations (1) and (2), the transmission speed of the
compound gear train in the paper was W1 = 19 r / min.
The rotation speed in UG was °/ s units, which was W1
= 19 * 360/60 = 114 °/ s after unit conversion.

The gear tool box was used to carry out 3D modeling
and assembly of the gear train by according to the gear
mechanism sketch and gear parameters. Gear module
took m = 2.5, gear modeling was completed by using
modeling tools for spur gears and bevel gears,
respectively; the tools included that the functions of
creating gear, modifying the gear parameters, meshing
gear , moving gears, deleting gears and other functions,
it switched between different functions to achieve gear
modeling and assembly, which could improve work
efficiency.

3.1 Transmission speed calculation of fixed axis
gear train (a)

In UG, we should click the GC Toolbox → Gear
Modeling → Spur Gears, select Create Gear Function,
pop-up dialog box of involute cylindrical gear modeling,
select parameter settings of the spur gear, external
(internal) meshing gear and hobbing gear, and input the
parameters such as modulo, number of gear, gear width
and pressure angle after determining; we could also click
the default value, the software would automatically add
parameters, thus modify other parameters on the above
basis; the vectors and points respectively refer to the
direction of the axis of the spur gear and the center of the
bottom surface; furthermore, we, respectively, needed to
directly select the vector symbol and any point in the
drawing area.
In the UG function area, we should switch to the
meshing gear function, be set to engage the gear in all
available list gears, click directly to set the driving and
driven gear, where the driving, driven gear and
mechanical principle refers to the driving, driven gear
meaning, it was different. In UG, the driving gear
referred to the gear that did not move the position during
the modeling process; the driven gear referred to the gear
whose position was moving, namely, when the gear was
meshed, the driven gear should move position and close
to the driving gear so as to mesh together. The center
line vector was the vector that the center of the driving
gear point to the center of the driven gear. According to
the gear assembly position, we should select the
corresponding vector to complete the assembly.
According to the assembly position, we should also set
the driving and driven gears as well as the center vector
flexibly, so as to achieve the goal of successfully
completing the gear assembly.

4.1 Modeling and assembly of cylindrical gear

The fixed shaft gear train (a) consisted of a bevel gear,
which was a space gear transmission. The positive and
negative of the total transmission ratio were marked by
the arrow method. It could be seen from figure 1 that
when the same direction was positive, and the
calculation formula was as shown in equation (3).
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3.2Transmission
speed
epicyclical gear train (b)

calculation

(3)

of

It was the plane fixed shaft gear train after the
epicyclical gear train was converted into the fixed axis
gear train. The transmission ratio of each pair of gears in
the gear train was given by equation (4), which gave the
formula for calculating the total transmission ratio.The
absolute speed of some gears in the compound gear train
was calculated by according to the characteristics of UG
motion simulation and the principle of gear train
transmission. The speed of meshing rotation of other
gears could be achieved through the establishment of
gear pairs to achieve speed transmission, so as to
improve work efficiency.
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4.2Modeling and assembly of bevel gear

make a revolution together with the planet carrier, but
also have a rotation of their selves. Relative to the planet
carrier H-gear 8, the total of the rotation pairs was 14,
which included a double gears 3-3 ', the 6 gears 4, the 6
double gears 5-5' and a ring gear 6, it was denoted R3,
R4, R5, R6, respectively; the relative rod of these 14
rotation pairs was a planet carrier H-gear 8, the second
rod in the relative rod could be directly selected.

It was the same operation for bevel gear and spur gear,
we should select the spur gear and equal head clearance
shrinkage gear, also choose the default value for bevel
gear parameters, just modify section cone angle; angle
between the two axes was Σ = 90 ° when the bevel gear
were meshing, The sub-cone angle of gear 1 was
calculated as equationδ1 =arc tan (Z1/Z2) and the subcone angle of gear 2 was equation 90-δ1 . In our case, the
meshing of the bevel gear 1 and 2 could use the
expression function to complete the sub-cone angle
calculation.δ1could be directly input when the parameter
was modified; the other sub-cone angle of the meshing
gear should be loaded 90-δ1. We should switch to the
gear meshing function, so that the driving and driven
gear had the same meaning with cylindrical gear, driven
gear axial vector was determined by according to the
driven gear axis and assembly position, which was
different from the cylindrical gear.

5.1.3 Gear pair
In the process of simulation of UG motion, the gear pair
was used to establish the speed relationship between two
rotation pairs, and the two rotation pairs must be relative
to the same rod. When the gear pair was established, the
first and second rotation pairs were sequentially selected,
its ratio was the ratio of the number of the first rotation
pair to the number of the second rotation pair, wherein
the ratio of external gear was positive and the ration of
internal gear was negative. we build the19 gears ,that is,
a gear 1 and a double gears 2-2 'were the ground rotation
pair, the establishment of a gear pair, the ratio of 90/60,
which was denoted as G1; a dual gears 3-3' and a gear 4
were relative to the planet carrier H, the establishment of
6 gears , the ratio of 24/18,which was denoted G2;
Similarly, the 6 gears were established between a gear 4
and a double gears 5-5 ',the ratio of 18/15, which was
denoted by G3 ; a gear pair was established between a
double gears 5-5 'and the ring gear 6, a ratio of -30/105,
which was denoted as G4, but it only needed to establish
a gear pair between the two; the 6 double gears 5-5 '
were obtained the correct speed of engagement by G3
gear pair, which needed to selected a double gears 5-5'
and a gear ring 6 to establish a gear pair, so that could
enough a gear ring 6 to get the correct speed of
engagement; therefore, we did not need to repeat the
establishment, and repeating the establishment would
cause the solver that could not solve and exercise
simulation; the planet carrier H-gear 8 and the 5 gears 7
were the ground rotation pair, the establishment of gear 5,
the ratio of 35/32,which was denoted as G5. Rotation
pair and gear pair of epicyclical gear train and fixed axis
gear train in the compound gear train were shown in
Figure 2.

5 Motion simulation of compound gear
train
5.1 Creation of connecting rod and kinematic
pair
We accessed motion module in UG, where build a
motion analysis program. The 22 connecting rods were
created in the compound gear train, namely, a gear 1, a
double gears 2-2 ', a double gears 3-3', the 6 planetary
gears 4, the 6 planetary double gears 5-5 ', a planet
carrier H-gear 8, a ring gear 6, the 5 gears 7.
5.1.1 Rotation pair of fixed axis gear train
The gear rotated about a fixed axis of rotation in the
fixed axis gear train, it was relative to the ground
movement, and that is, we needed establish a fixed
rotating pair in UG, and did not need to select the
relative bar. The fixed rotation pair was comprised of a
gear 1, a double gears 2-2 ', a gear 7 and a planet carrier
H-gear 8, which were denoted R1, R2, R7 and RH,
respectively.
5.1.2 Rotation pair of epicyclical gear train
The epicyclical gear train included basic components
such as a sun gear, a planet gear and a planet carrier.
Both the sun gear and the planet carrier rotated about a
fixed axis, and the planet gear and planet carrier were
connected. On the one hand, they revolved around their
own axis for rotation; on the other hand, they revolved
around the axis of the planet carrier for revolution.
Therefore, the planetary gear movement was the
synthetic movement of the rotation and revolution,
namely, we needed set in the UG relative rotation pair,
select a planet carrier H which was relative rod, the
rotation pair of the planet carrier H rotated to the ground;
after planet with it as the relative rod, it was necessary to
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of rotation pair and gear pair

It could be seen from FIG. 3 that all the gears in the
compound gear train were driven by the gear 1 of input,
and all the components rotated at a constant angular
velocity. There was no mutual collision and mutual
stagnation among the various mechanisms and could
also be observed in the animated process of motion
simulation. the double gears 2-2 'and the 6 double gears
3-3' had the same angular velocity of 171 °/s rotation;
the 6 intermediate gears 4 and the 6 intermediate double
gears 5-5 ' had 564 °/s and 360 °/s angular velocity,
respectively; the sun gear ring 6 speed was 0 °/s, which
was fixed to the bracket; the planet carrier H-gear 8 had
144 ° / s angular velocity rotation; the gear 7 had
157.5 °/s angular velocity rotation. The transmission
ratio
of
compound
gear
train
i17=W1/W7=114/157.5=0.72, which was in line with the
design requirements of transmission ratio; the design of
compound gear train gear was correct, and each
component was relatively stable during movement,
which met the assembly requirements.

5.2 Definition of motion driven
The gear pair could not define motion driven and
limitation, which was just a speed transmission. The gear
pair had been established by two gear pairs, one of them
must have driven speed. The correct meshing rotation
speed could be transmitted to the other rotation pair after
establishing gear pair, so that we completed the
simulation of gear movement. According to the design
requirement, the constant driven speed of the rotation
pair R1 of the gear 1 was W1 = 114 °/s, the speed of the
rotation pair R3 of the double gear 3-3 'relative to the
planet carrier H was W3-WH = 171 + 144 = 315 °/s, the
speed of rotation pair of planet carrier H-gear 8 was RH
= -144 °/ s.

6 Conclusion

5.3 Motion Simulation

The movement mechanism of the gear train was
analyzed by applying the UG motion analysis module,
which was possible to get an intuitive expression of the
movement status of the gear train mechanism, and to
clearly observe whether there was interference between
the various components or not. The solution had the
characteristics of being clear, effective, economical and
quick. Depending on the scope of use and the purpose of
analysis, we could set the vector torque and other driven,
which might analyze the gear load and acceleration, and
also connect with the finite element analysis module,
which might analyze the finite element of gear; all the
design improves work efficiency and reduced costs.

A motion simulation solution was set up in the analysis
process of tool bar, in which the solution type was
conventional driven and the analysis type was
kinematics or dynamics, the time was set as 2s, the
number of steps was 300; ADAMS solver process would
been activated after you clicked OK button. Animation
tool would been started to see the movement process of
entire compound gear train, you could also make the
motion simulation process into MPEG movie files, or the
various components of the gear train movement was
directly expressed to the electronic chart.
The relationship between the absolute speed and the time
of each rotation pair in the compound gear train was
shown as figure 3.
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